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Pitching to Win is the first book in Carrie Aarons "Over the Fence" series. You can currently get the whole series on KU!
It's told from alternative first person POVs between the main characters, it does have an HEA and there is no cliff
hanger.

Joyce Lamb October 23, Please tell us a bit about the first book in your Over the Fence series, Pitching to
Win. Every single girl has that boy in high school she dreamt about, stared at across the room, and most of the
time, we never even spoke to him. I wanted to make that come true. My two main characters, Minka and
Owen, reside in a small, elite North Carolina suburb, where the students are filthy rich and the popularity
means everything. After a horribly embarrassing scandal sophomore year, now-senior Minka Braxton wants
absolutely nothing to do with the kids she goes to school with. That is, until Owen Axel comes back to town
for the summer. Meanwhile, the pressure Owen feels from his MLB star father to make it big threatens to
drown him. When he lets the star of his popularity blind him, he could end up burning Minka in the worst
way. Pitching to Win is a roller-coaster read about growing up, finding your place, achieving your dreams, and
falling in love. What inspires your book ideas? I take so much of what I write from personal experience. Take
a certain scene in my first book, for example. Minka and Owen sneak up into a tree house behind the high
school. When I was in high school, my friends and I used to sneak up to the tower where they shot the video at
football games. I will be writing dialogue for a scene in chapter two and have this amazing idea for the
resolution of a plot line that needs to go in chapter I know some authors advise against writing random scenes
and skipping around, but it really helps me. If I have a scene playing out in my head that might not be in
sequential order, I have to write it then and there. What TV show or other activity interferes with your writing
schedule? I am glued to that TV. Scandal and How to Get Away With Murder are just added bonuses, really
amazing chocolate-on-top bonuses. What would be your dream vacation? I recently got married, and while my
husband and I have been to several countries in Europe, we have never been to France. Book two in the Over
the Fence series, Hitting to Win, was recently released. About Hitting to Win , book two in the Over the Fence
series: After a lifetime of neglect and sorrow, Miles Farriston has hit rock bottom after his lying ex-girlfriend
proves that no one in his life sticks around. On the outs with his friends, in jeopardy of losing his baseball
career and this close to getting kicked out of Kappa Eta Sigma, Miles is forced to compete in the Greek Life
dance competition. Ballet, friends and her sorority. The only three things Chloe Trabucco wants to focus on
and excel at. That is, until she learns Miles is her partner. Her positivity and patience annoy him. His attitude
and anger finally drive her to the breaking point. Can they hit a home run, both on and off the dance floor, or
will they go down swinging? Find out more about Carrie and her books at www.
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So thank you so much Carrie! Catching to win is another book that helped me out of the horrible reading
slump I was in. Catching to win was one of the books I was waiting for in the series. I just knew Clint was the
polar opposite of our other leading men in the Kelsey and Clint are sweetly but oppositely matched. Other
than a few grammatical errors, this book was really good. He was committed to doing the right thing and the
right person. Kelsey is a strong woman who is commitment-phobic and someone who is a bit of a free spirit.
Both seem like opposites but fit really well. I love a good baseball romance and this book by Carrie Aarons
did not disappoint! This book was a 3. Kelsey was living a life on her own terms, she was a modern day
gypsy, not answering to anyone or anything, the came in and out of the picture as she pleased, fleeting off
Christine Carrie Aarons has hit a hat trick! Book 1 of the series. Can be read as a standalone but better enjoyed
in series order. Clint, the catcher for Grover University baseball team, has been in love with Kelsey since the
day met Okay let me just stop, before I say anything else. Anyone want to agree with me about that cover?
Same as the first two, it has an HEA, no cliffy and can be read as a standalone. I had a really hard time of a
toss up with our hero, Clint, here. I just also wanted A great friends to lovers story. Growing up with the
parents she did, has made her see love not working out for her. Clint, the shy giant athlete. He has many
insecurities, having b Natasha I received a ARC in exchange for a honest review. Friends to lovers story
between Kelsey and Clint. Complete opposites in every way but their friendship and deeper connection really
made these two perfect for each other. A great all round book that gave you laughs as well as emotion. I
stumbled across the first book because of a Facebook sports book group that I am in and someone had
mentioned its release. I looked it up, was intrigued by the synopsis and am so glad that I one-clicked it because
it has been an amazing journey reading every book Carrie has published thus far. In book three, we are
introduced to Clint and Kelsey that light Catching to Win is fantastic. She is a one and done kind of girl, and
makes no apologies about it. Clint Bellows wanted Kelsey the first time he set eyes on her, but she loo The
one thing I loved the most about this book is the hero. Clint Bellows is a class act, he was overweight and was
always the friend, the wingman but never the guy getting the girls. Why the hell did I agree to this? My
stomach dips when he calls me babe. Stacy Barr-sooter Great Read! I love sports romance. I read all three
books in just a few days! Loved the story line. I recommend this book and series to the romantic at heart and
sports romance readers. The author knows her baseball. She has a way of making you feel like you are the
character. Feel the emotions they are feeling. The ups and downs. Seemed a lot like writing by the numbers. A
wild child nomad returned home and was tamed almost immediately. Are retiring fat boy who shed the pounds
and muscled up to claim the girl. Just enough there to keep slogging to the end. Are you ready for Clint?! Buy
now on Amazon: When we got inside, the blaring hip hop music was only coming from one corner of the
house. I waved the guys off, signaling that I would take care of the problem. As I got closer, I could make out
the lyrics, "Drunk in loveee. We be all night! Bell After reading the first 2 books in the Over the Fence series I
was expecting a lot out of this book considering I really enjoyed the first two, especially considering the virgin
great guy angle for Clint in this third book. She was extremely selfish and immature from the very start of the
book until the last second. I was really expecting her to grow up, think about someo Jennifer I like this book
the least out of the three in this series. I liked hearing from both of them, and Clint actually sounded like a
guy, until the end anyway. He is the perfect guy- sweet, classy, genuine, down to earth. I absolutely adored
Clint Bellows, it was so refreshing to read a story where the hero is a perfect gentleman and a amazing friend.
Clint has issues wit Nicole Smith This is the third book in the series. I really enjoyed this book. I like the back
and forth between the two points of view. In this one I can relate more to Clint then Kelsey. I know how it is
to be the overweight, shy person. Right away Clint has a piece of my hear So why did this one not end up
being a homerun? Well it was a variety of things but mainly Kelsey and her attitude. I hated how she not only
never takes respons Becky Rendon I wanted to give it four stars but the editing errors and author mistakes
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drove me nuts. Those are the some of the issues I had with he other books in the series. Details about the
characters, like eye color, changed in this book. It actually makes the reading experience far less enjoyable.
How their friendship grows from just friends to so much more. Free spirits often need to find those that ground
them, for Kelsey that is Clint. In the same note a person that is reserved and shy needs a free spirit to free
them. That is what Kelsey is to Clint. Together they are perfect and as I read this book they sank more and
more into my heart. I am not saying this was a Naughty Book Blog Sexy, unconventional and fun! I loved the
girl power in this book. The conventional roles are reversed and the heroine is the one with the sexual
experience and comittment issues. Clint is almost completely inexperienced when it comes to having a
physical relationship with women, but what he I would give this book a 3. If you like college and sports
romances this book is for you! Kelsey and Clint have the quintessential best friend relationship but when
sparks start to fly and Laura Rendler This was my favorite int he series, but I need to ask the question I assume
everyone else is asking: What the hell happened to Parker? We get an update on everyone, but him. He was
this mysterious character that we saw glimpses of, but never really got to see who he really was. Where is his
story. Why is he the way he is. Megan Donohue Ah, Mr.
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Pitching to Win (Over the Fence Book 1) - Kindle edition by Carrie Aarons. Download it once and read it on your Kindle
device, PC, phones or tablets. Use features like bookmarks, note taking and highlighting while reading Pitching to Win
(Over the Fence Book 1).

What do you do when the town golden boy, who never noticed you in high school, decides to make a play for
your heart? For Minka Braxton, high school has been anything but easy. Owen Axel is the definition of
popular. Returning from college for the summer, his plan is simple. Beach, booz, and beautiful girls. But one
look at Minka Braxton and he knows what he wants. As the summer unfolds, both must decide how much to
reveal, how deep they should fall, and what might happen if they strike out My Review I received a copy in
exchange for an honest review. This does not influence my review in any shape or form. I was torn between 3
and half stars and four stars. I went ahead and gave Pitching to win four stars. Pitching to win actually taught
me a little bit of baseball and now I may need to actually keep up with my baseball team and of course google
hot baseball players. Like I mentioned I was in a book hangover like a seriously bad one where every book I
picked up was blah and I felt like it was homework to read. But thankfully the bookish gods helped a girl out
and brought me Pitching to win a perfect light, fluffy, cute romance. Our Story Pitching to win is definitely a
light, fluffy, cute romance. There is a bit of instalove but you know what I loved the most about Minka and
Owen. But it did and it definitely pushed me into loving this book and wanting to continue the series. And it
brings both the high school and college world together. Owen is in college and Minka is in high school. This is
a page turner and I loved every minute of it. Our Characters Minka is our leading lady and she has gone
through something so mean. I really felt sorry for her. Let me tell you I am tired of those. I personally thought
Owen did the most growing as a character for me. I felt like he really did go above and beyond for Minka.
Minka took her time growing she did have a minor set back where she did go into high school mode which is
understandable because she is in high school. But for me, Owen totally won me over. So yup, if this series
continues expect to see more reviews on it because I am certain that Carrie will spark my love for other
baseball players. Related About Tina Tina is a twenty something year old mommy of three and lifelong lover
of reading. When she is not breaking up fights between her littles, you can find her binge watching a show on
Netflix or pretending to organize her life in her bullet journal. Subscribe to Blog via Email Enter your email
address to subscribe to this blog and receive notifications of new posts by email. Join 2, other subscribers.
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Chapter 4 : Catching to Win (Over the Fence Book 3) eBook: Carrie Aarons: calendrierdelascience.com: Ki
Pitching to Win (Over the Fence #1) by Carrie Aarons - Free eBooks Download. Description: What do you do when the
town golden boy, who never noticed you in high school, decides to make a play for your heart?

She contacted me again and I was instantly impressed when she took the time to check back. It was only my
third takeover, but since she sounded so cool in the PM, I agree to do an hour. But hey, I had some time, so I
bought her book and started re I first chatted with Carrie Aarons when she contacted me to ask if I would like
to participate in her release party for Hitting to Win. But hey, I had some time, so I bought her book and
started reading. Since I write, I tend to mentally note and mark up any book I read, sometimes with an eye to
post a review on my FB book club. Only to eventually nix them. I love that feeling when you are instantly
drawn into the story! It always elicits a deep exhale and curve to my lips. So for that, Ms. Aarons, this writer
thanks you. She was centered, kind, and valued forgiveness. I found her perspective on one-night stands to be
enlightened and I was pleased to see a realistic portrayal of the college life. I felt his pain, the rejection of his
parents, and his loneliness after his brother passes. Carrie Aarons sucked me in and made me actually care
about him. The electricity from their encounters shot off the page. The intensity ratcheted so high, I felt
exactly what Chloe was feeling with every move. I have to say the first encounter was so hot, almost
animalistic. I fucking loved it. Great showing not telling with a level of artistry that shocked me in its clarity
and simplicity. In an altercation after Chloe catches Miles with a girl on his lap, Miles says: You need me to
fuck you real good? Heard about me from your sisters. It makes me hard, my dick bulging into the tight
crevices of the tuxedo pants. Livid that it seems she makes my cock hungry these days. There are many more
moments throughout the story that impacted me. Carrie Aarons pulled me this way and that with her
emotionally charged scenes and I loved the ride. Better than a Roller Coaster, but a lot more fun because I can
ride it again whenever I want. Whenever I want to escape and check out for a while. The narration sucked me
in. She expertly peppered it throughout the story, not too much, just a smidge. It allowed me to feel that much
closer to Chloe and Miles. The excitement of it is the juice for me. Their books are always pre-ordered. New
release are watched and appearances are noted. Aarons is on the same level as R. Buy her book and see if you
disagree. But what would I have to gain? Five kisses from Kali.
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Pitching to Win is my first baseball romance with the actual baseball included, so yes I know that doesn't make a lot of
sense but the other books I have read with baseball kind of just said oh so and so is a baseball player but never give
you an insight on baseball.

Alone in your little bubble, just you and your love, skin-to-skin beneath the covers. If I could just do this for
the rest of my life I would be the happiest girl on earth. No parents, no pressure. No impending graduation and
no unease about college. It was just us. I smiled, my heart all but melting in my chest. This is how I always
felt around him, how I knew I would always feel. His parents were away on a long weekend trip, so of course
the first thing Taylor had done was invite me over. And that was as often as possible. Taking our clothes off,
that is. After months of Taylor being patient, we finally decided to go all the way, both losing our virginities to
each other. And it had been the most magical moment. It was like we were addicted to each other, even more
so than we had been in those sweet first months of dating our junior year of high school. Thoughts of our
future flashed through my head and I grinned. Walking through campus with you. Being able to sleep over
anytime I like. I am so glad you finally agreed to come with me. I had dillydallied with my decision, wanting
so bad to follow him but worrying about my own future if I did. It is going to be amazing. I am going to make
a life for us. I want to provide for us, give you anything you ever wanted. I knew that I would always feel like
this, feel this for him and about him. This all-consuming, drives-you-crazy but makes-you-sane kind of love.
The kind of love that was a balm to your soul but also made your heart beat and spasm like it was trying to
turn itself inside out. Talking about our future only solidified that. I love you so much, Leah Watson. Growing
up, getting out of town, college, dorm rooms. And naively, I thought he meant them too. And only then do I
realize what song my music player has stumbled across. Echosmith are still singing the lyrics to "Bright" in
my ears as I blink back the tears that have been coming for two weeks now. I jam my index finger against my
iPhone to quickly change the song. I scroll through my playlists until I find the one labeled "Snogging the
Spare," smile and hit play on the first song. Of course Jaycee had named the selection of songs with something
having to do with Prince Harry. Waiting for a future that was now totally unknown. Waiting for Taylor to take
me back. Mourning swept over my entire body, locking me into my seat and forcing me to swallow down the
lump of emotion caught in my windpipe. I had to stop this. The life that I had planned was not happening, and
I needed to start forging my own path.
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Book "Pitching to Win" (Aarons, Carrie) ready for read and download! What do you do when the town golden boy, who
never noticed you in high school, decides to make.

This review was originally posted at Tina, The Bookworm. I was torn between 3 and half stars and four stars. I
went ahead and gave Pitching to win four stars. Pitching to win actually taught me a little bit of baseball and
now I may need to actually keep up with my baseball team and of course google hot baseball players. Like I
mentioned I was in a book hangover like a seriously bad one where every book I picked up was blah and I felt
like it was homework to read. But thankfully the bookish gods helped a girl out and brought me Pitching to
win a perfect light, fluffy, cute romance. Our Story Pitching to win is definitely a light, fluffy, cute romance.
There is a bit of instalove but you know what I loved the most about Minka and Owen. But it did and it
definitely pushed me into loving this book and wanting to continue the series. And it brings both the high
school and college world together. Owen is in college and Minka is in high school. This is a page turner and I
loved every minute of it. Our Characters Minka is our leading lady and she has gone through something so
mean. I really felt sorry for her. Let me tell you I am tired of those. I personally thought Owen did the most
growing as a character for me. I felt like he really did go above and beyond for Minka. Minka took her time
growing she did have a minor set back where she did go into high school mode which is understandable
because she is in high school. But for me, Owen totally won me over. So yup, if this series continues expect to
see more reviews on it because I am certain that Carrie will spark my love for other baseball players. I
received a copy in exchange for an honest review, this does not influence my opinion in any shape or form.
Chapter 7 : Carrie Aarons â€“ Satisfying your sporty book boyfriend cravings one day at a time
Welcome to HEA, Carrie! Please tell us a bit about the first book in your Over the Fence series, Pitching to Win. Carrie: I
first got the idea for Pitching to Win when my two oldest girlfriends.

Chapter 8 : The Tenth Girl by Carrie Aarons - online free at Epub
Hitting to Win is the second book in Carrie Aarons "Over the Fence" series. As with the first book, it has an HEA, and no
cliffhanger but does tie into the first book, and leads into the third.

Chapter 9 : Carrie Aarons - Romance Author
Pitching to Win. Now available on Amazon. Carrie Aarons writes books that are just as swoon-worthy as they are
sarcastic. A former journalist, she prefers the.
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